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Why grantmakers must read
this '@rs*-covering' edition
By Matthew Schulz, journalist, Our Community

Grantmaking professionals can expect greater scrutiny
in the coming months, with several state and territory
government watchdogs planning fresh audits of grants
programs. There’s never been a better time to prepare
and avoid being (ahem) exposed.
Even where audits aren’t scheduled, auditors have the power to
respond to political demands for inquiries, now on the rise amid
the high-profile scrutiny of Commonwealth programs such as
the Community Sport Infrastructure Program. (See our report
on page 3)
But although Australian National Audit Office (ANAO) audits
are getting the most attention, most state authorities have also
confirmed that more audits are on the cards.
Grantmakers wanting to ensure they keep their noses clean
in the post-coronavirus world will notice patterns in recent
investigations by national, state and territory authorities. The
dossier of audits in this special edition includes repeated
recommendations calling for grantmakers to do better on
guidelines, assessments, reporting, recording, measures, checks
and compliance.
Don’t wait until it’s too late, learn what’s planned in this exclusive
report. Plus, turn to page 22 for a step-by-step guide to
disaster grantmaking, a crucial addition to your grantmaking
toolkit in these uncertain times.

Stay in touch with us at www.aigm.com.au
for back issues, tools, resources and news.
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Australia's premier event for grantmakers will go ahead in March 2021.

g Professional development

Virus threat
delays
grantmaking
conference

Australia’s premier annual conference for
grantmakers, Grantmaking in Australia, has been
delayed for several months to help manage the
risk of the COVID-19 virus.
Originally scheduled for August 6-7 this year, the
event will now be held on Thursday and Friday,
March 18-19, 2021.
Our Community group managing director Denis
Moriarty, who oversees SmartyGrants and the
Australian Institute of Grants Management (AIGM),
said rescheduling would give grantmakers more
certainty, and was the right response in light of the
effectiveness of "social distancing" in reducing the
inevitable spread of the virus.
“We expect that Melbourne, Victoria and Australia,
will follow the world and be hindered in a number
of ways,” Mr Moriarty said.
"While it’s a disappointing development, we think
that it is better to make the call now and avoid
unnecessary risks, while ensuring that grantmakers
can have greater certainty with their planning."
In the meantime, the AIGM will continue to finetune a program that will bring grants professionals
up to speed with best practice and the latest
developments in the sector.
The two-day Grantmaking in Australia conference
at Melbourne’s RACV club promises access to the
best and brightest grantmaking talent, appealing
to both experienced grantmakers and those new
to the profession.

Our Community’s group managing director
Denis Moriarty says the decision to delay
the conference will avoid disruption for
grantmakers.
Under the theme “We’ve come a long way baby –
what’s next?”, delegates can expect to learn how
their industry is being transformed, and where it
is headed. You’ll be surrounded by like-minded
operators who understand the Twitter handle
#grantnerds2021 and are proud to fly the flag.
Sessions will include insiders’ perspectives
on grantmaking, getting value for money for
grants, tech tools, award-winning grantmakers’
knowledge, audits, open-mic opportunities and
the latest SmartyGrants developments.
Visit the conference homepage to ensure you’re
the first to know about program details.

MORE INFORMATION
smartygrants.com.au/conference/
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The fallout from an investigation into a Commonwealth community sports grants program will have
implications for many other federal agencies.

u Audit trail
By Matthew Schulz, journalist, Our Community

Sports grants controversy puts
national entities on notice
A high-profile audit of the handling of the
Community Sport Infrastructure Grant
Program continues to make waves, with
continuing media attention, political fallout,
and a shakeup of grant guidelines on the
cards.
And at least one affected group is headed for
court, with a disgruntled tennis club – which
missed out on a grant despite ticking “all the
boxes” and scoring 78 of a possible 100 points in
a merit assessment – launching legal action.
Changes to grants management processes for
corporatised Commonwealth entities appear
certain, which would bring them into line with
other federal bodies.
Authorities have also suggested that all
Commonwealth entities would benefit from using
those same guidelines.

The highly critical assessment of the program
by the Australian National Audit Office (ANAO),
tabled in January, found that the $100 million
scheme “was not informed by an appropriate
assessment process and sound advice”.
Those millions of dollars were distributed to 684
projects aimed at boosting access to sporting
facilities.
There were three grant rounds in the lead-up
to the last federal election, with funds approved
by the office of former sports minister Bridget
McKenzie.
In the wake of the ANAO report, Ms McKenzie
was found by the Prime Minister’s office to have
breached ministerial standards by failing to
declare the memberships of two beneficiary
organisations, and a conflict with the Wangaratta
Clay Target Club. She stood down as a minister
and the National Party’s deputy leader.
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The issue continues to play out in Senate
Estimates and on the floor of Parliament.
The ANAO reported, “A significant shortcoming
was that, while the program guidelines identified
that the Minister for Sport would approve CSIG
funding, there are no records evidencing that the
Minister was advised of the legal basis on which
the Minister could undertake an approval role,
and it is not evident to the ANAO what the legal
authority was.”
Sport Australia, which assessed the grant
applications, used a merit-based ranking system.
But the ANAO found that 61% of the awarded
grants scored less than Sport Australia’s cut-off
score for funding.
The ANAO found that “Sport Australia’s
assessment of applications was largely in
accordance with the published program
guidelines”, but that the minister’s office
conducted a separate and “parallel” assessment
program using considerations “inconsistent with
published guidelines”.
Amid the continuing political fallout, the ANAO
has made four recommendations to address the
issue, including a recommendation that would
require all corporate Commonwealth entities to
comply with Commonwealth Grant Rules and
Guidelines (CGRGs).
The CGRGs are obligatory across Commonwealth
departments, but there are scores of corporate
Commonwealth organisations, such as Sport
Australia, that are not currently required to meet
those guidelines.

Former sports minister Bridget McKenzie stood
down as the National Party’s deputy leader in the
wake of the ANAO report, partly as a result of a
conflict linked to membership of a shooting club.

Key facts
•

A single application round was run
from August to September 2018
with 2056 applications received
seeking grant funding totalling
$397 million.

•

Sport Australia assessed the
applications against the published
assessment criteria. The Minister's
Office conducted a parallel
assessment process using other
considerations.

•

684 grants totalling $100 million
were awarded by the Minister for
Sport in three rounds (in December
2018, February 2019 and April 2019).

This oversight appears certain to change, after
both the ANAO recommendation and a review
of the ANAO findings by the secretary of the
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, Philip
Gaetjens.
Prime Minister Scott Morrison last month
confirmed that the government would adopt the
recommendations of the report, while Mr Gaetjens
wrote in his review that the new rule on corporate
entities would “ensure that shortcomings
identified with this program will be avoided in the
future”.
Sport Australia, while at the centre of the storm,
avoided strong criticism. In fact, the ANAO found
that “the program guidelines were well structured
and included clear assessment criteria with
transparent weightings”.
But the ANAO suggested the program’s design
would have been improved by “greater analysis
and planning around the likely high demand for
funds”.

74/100

417

would have been
the cut off score if
funding had been
awarded based on
Sport Australia's
assessed merit.

applications (61
per cent of total
approved)with a
score below this cut
off were approved
for funding.

Source: ANAO report
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It found that Sport Australia could have
implemented strategies to manage risks to the
quality of the assessment process, and could
have increased the standard of conflict of interest
management arrangements to a “consistently
high standard”.
In total, four recommendations will be adopted:
• The Australian Government will amend the
CGRGs to require that the advising, decisionmaking and reporting requirements applying
to situations where a minister approves
grant funding be extended to corporate
Commonwealth entities in situations where
a minister, rather than the corporate entity, is
the decision-maker. This will mean that there
will be a single framework in place for all
circumstances where a minister decides upon
the award of grant funding.
• When designing competitive, applicationsbased grant programs, Sport Australia will
identify strategies to manage the expected
level of demand for the amount of funding
available.
• Sport Australia will require declarations to
be made as to whether or not employees
involved in the design and oversight of funding
programs have a conflict of interest.
• Sport Australia will strengthen its assessment
records for grant programs by concisely
recording not only assessment scores but also
the reasons for them.

Key messages for all Australian
Government entities
The ANAO issued a series of “key learnings” and
instances of good practice that were identified
by the audit and could be relevant to other
Commonwealth entities.
• Entities not subject to the CGRGs can benefit
from basing their grants administration
framework and practices on those rules and
guidelines.
• An important element in designing a robust
governance framework for a grant program is
clearly identifying who will be deciding which
applicants will receive a grant and ensuring
that this person has the necessary legal
authority to make those decisions.
• Decision-making in competitive grants
programs is best supported by entity advice
that prioritises applications on the basis of their
assessed merit against each of the published
criteria. The highest ranked applications should
be those recommended for funding approval.
• Potential applicants and other stakeholders
have a right to expect that program funding
decisions will be made in a manner and on a
basis consistent with the published program
guidelines.

Philip Gaetjens, Secretary of the Department of
the Prime Minister and Cabinet, believes that the
new rule on corporatised Commonwealth entities
will avoid the “shortcomings” found in the sports
grants program.

• It is poor practice for entities to be instructed
what their advice should recommend, or for
entities to recommend what they understand to
be a preferred approach rather than providing
their own recommendations that are developed
through an evidence-based approach.
• The reasons for decisions to award or not
award grant funding should be recorded in
a manner that promotes transparency and
accountability. Where the guidelines allow
consideration of factors in addition to the
published criteria to be taken into account,
those factors should be identified in the
decision-making records and their impact
on the success or otherwise of individual
candidate projects recorded.

MORE INFORMATION
Audit: Full ANAO report into the Community
Sport Infrastructure Program
Government response: Submission to the
Senate Select Committee

Grants Management Intelligence: Regional
grants “not to appropriate standards”
(members only)
Other ANAO reports dealing with grants
administration (19 listed on the ANAO site)
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e Policy shift

Federal volunteer grants now by
invitation only
By Matthew Schulz, journalist, Our Community

Politicians will have increased powers to
select grant applicants after changes to a
Commonwealth volunteer grants scheme.
Previously the Department of Social Security’s
Families and Communities Program hosted an
open and competitive round for small grants
of $1000 to $5000, worth a total of $10 million
annually across Australia.
But since mid-December, federal MPs in each of
the 151 federal electorates have been charged
with selecting their preferred candidates for
grants funding. The policy change means that
only organisations that are invited to apply will be
able to seek funds.
Each MP will be able to invite organisations to
share $66,000 in their electorate.
Once submitted, grant applications will be
assessed by the department in the order in which
they are received.
Asked to explain the change, a department
spokesperson said, “The approach addresses
the principle of proportionality under the
Commonwealth Grant Rules and Guidelines
(CGRGs) and recognises that MPs are well
placed to identify local needs and priorities in
consultation with local communities.”
The department also outlined measures to ensure
proper probity.

Industrial Relations Minister Christian Porter
promoted the grants on his Facebook page.
“MPs must declare any conflicts of interest and
follow the assessment guidelines as outlined
in the Grant Opportunity Guidelines,” the
spokesperson said.
“This ensures the process is fair, open, free of
political bias and demonstrates the highest level
of integrity, consistent with the public interest”.
The spokesperson said that the department
had recommended the changes to the grants
process and funding model.
Grants Management Intelligence
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Hundreds of past applicants had been alerted to
the changes, they said.
According to FAQs published by the department,
the previous open and competitive selection
process had been “heavily over-subscribed with
around 70% of applicants unsuccessful, despite
the vast majority of applicants being eligible and
worthy of receiving a grant”.
The document also says, “The change will
ensure grant funding addresses local priorities
and reduce the cost of grants administration
proportionate to grant outcomes. The change
will also ensure that grant funding is distributed
evenly, with $66,000 allocated to each
electorate.”
But Volunteering Australia has raised concerns
about the new process. The organisation said
it had not been consulted, with chief executive
Adrienne Picone describing the revisions as
“convoluted” in an ABC report last month. Ms
Picone told the ABC she would be encouraging
organisations to contact their MPs to improve
their chances of nomination.
The shift to invitation-only grants mirrors the
operation of the Stronger Communities program
– also managed by the DSS – which funds small
capital projects of between $2500 and $20,000
in each federal electorate. The past five rounds
of the Stronger Communities program have
required applicants to be invited by MPs, with
$150,000 allocated for each seat.

Volunteering Australia’s Adrienne Picone is
concerned that the new process for invitationonly grants is “convoluted”.
The guidelines also note that officials should
explain in grant opportunity guidelines and
operational procedures how the proportionality
principle is to be applied.
Applications for the Volunteer Grants program
close on April 6, but nominations by MPs needed
to have been completed by late February.

In the wake of recent Australian National Audit
Office (ANAO) probes into programs including
the Community Sport Infrastructure Grant
Program and the Regional Jobs and Investments
Packages, other programs – such as the
Volunteer Grants and Stronger Communities
schemes – have faced greater scrutiny.

About the volunteer grant

For grantmakers, particularly those in the federal
sphere, familiarity with the CGRGs – including the
principles of “proportionality” that drove the latest
change – will become more important.

•

purchase eligible small equipment
items

•

contribute to fuel costs, and
transport costs for volunteers with
disability

•

assist with the costs of training
courses

•

undertake background screening
checks.

The Commonwealth guidelines explain
proportionality in a lengthy section of the 41page document, describing it as “striking an
appropriate balance between the complexity,
risks, outcomes, and transparency.”
The principles are aimed in part at preventing
grantees from being overburdened with
paperwork, especially for “low-risk grant
activities”.
The guidelines instruct public officials to “… ensure
that grants administration appropriately reflect
the capabilities of potential grantees, grantees
and accommodate the Australian Government’s
need for robust and accountable processes,
consistent with the risks involved.”

Grants of between $1,000 and $5,000
are available to eligible not-for-profit
community organisations. This funding
is to be used for volunteers to:

(taken from the DSS’s Grant Opportunity
Guidelines)

MORE INFORMATION
Volunteer grant opportunity guidelines
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Don’t suffer a data
wipeout, surf the
SmartyGrants wave
SmartyGrants is Australia’s most-used
and best-loved grants administration
system, with hundreds of organisations
already using the system to revolutionise
their grantmaking.
Find out why.

www.smartygrants.com.au

Software & data science
for revolutionary grantmakers

Federal authorities have already carefully examined troubled grants programs, but most state and territory
authorities also have funding programs in their sights. Picture: Thennicke

z

Special report

Commonwealth, states and
territories flag more grants
program audits
Grantmaking professionals can expect
greater scrutiny of their programs, with
state and territory government watchdogs
planning fresh audits of grants programs
across the country.
Even in states and territories where audits aren’t
scheduled in forward plans, auditors have the
power to respond to political demands for
inquiries, now on the rise in the wake of highprofile audits and media scrutiny of a number of
Commonwealth programs.

A January report into the $100m Community
Sport Infrastructure Grant Program it “was not
informed by an appropriate assessment process
and sound advice”, and a November 2019 audit
into the federal Regional Jobs and Investment
Packages (RJIP) program found “eligibility and
merit assessment processes were not to an
appropriate standard”.

But although Australian National Audit Office
(ANAO) audits are getting the most attention,
most state authorities have also confirmed that
more audits are on the cards. Grantmakers
wanting to ensure they keep their noses clean will
see patterns in recent investigations by national,
state and territory authorities. The dossier of
audits here includes repeated recommendations
calling for grantmakers to do better on guidelines,
assessments, reporting, recording, measures,
checks and compliance.

National auditor keeping
a keen eye on grants
In the wake of highly critical audits of
sports and regional funding in the past
year, the ANAO shows no signs of letting up
its rigorous scrutiny of grants programs.

ANAO Auditor-General Grant Hehir’s
forward program heralds more scrutiny for
grants managers
Grants Management Intelligence
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The ANAO’s current “activity coverage” for the 2019-20 period.

Other 2019 studies examined the Australian
Research Council’s National Competitive Grants
Program and the $443 million grant to the Great
Barrier Reef Foundation.
Read the report into the recent ANAO
investigation into the Community Sport
Infrastructure Fund on page 3, a report on the
RJIP program in the December 2019 edition
of Grants Management Intelligence, and Our
Community’s commentary on the Great Barrier
Reef funding here.
The ANAO site lists 19 other performance audits
of grants programs in the past four years. The
2016 report Delivery and Evaluation of Grants
Programmes found that inadequacies in the
administration of grants agreements were
common, as were delays in the delivery of
projects. It found that only one of three audited
entities had delivered timely and comprehensive
evaluations.
Its recommendations ranged from “more realistic
advice to ministers” about delivery timeframes, to
the need to implement and follow through with
evaluation findings.
The ANAO’s current audit work program of
89 issues includes an ongoing focus on the
key accountabilities spelled out in the Public
Governance, Performance and Accountability
Act (PGPA), which requires compliance with the
Commonwealth’s Grants Rules and Guidelines
(CGRGs).
The ANAO said its work would target any areas
involving major investment, the measurement of
performance and impact, and the management
of risks – including those related to probity,
integrity and fraud.

The office said in its program overview that it
would continually monitor developments across
the public sector, Parliament, government and
politicians, as part of an “environmental scan”.
The scan highlighted grants administration as a
key consideration or risk driving the 2019–2020
program, the overview says.
As a result, grants managers can expect a close
watch on:
• Compliance with the Commonwealth Grants
Rules and Guidelines
• Effectiveness and efficiency of grant program
management through grants hubs and other
third parties
• Assurance arrangements to demonstrate that
grant program objectives are being met in a
way that provides value for public funding
The ANAO expects to expend about 9% of its
resources in examining grants administration in
the current financial year.

NSW to begin grants
probe this year
The NSW Audit Office in February added
an exploration of “how effectively and
transparently a number of NSW Government
agencies are administering grants programs”
to Auditor-General Margaret Crawford’s
existing three-year forward program.
This follows a January query from shadow sports
minister Lynda Voltz about the grants process for
the Greater Sydney Sports Facility Fund.
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In response, the office said, “The effective
allocation of funding for grants and projects is an
important focus area for the Auditor-General’s
Performance Audit Program.”
The office said the proposed audit was likely to
begin this year.
NSW Acting Deputy Auditor-General Scott Stanton
told Grants Management Intelligence that
although the office “doesn’t have a specific role
in grants administration oversight … the AuditorGeneral can choose to do an audit on this issue
at her discretion”.
He said grants administration was regularly
examined under the performance audit
program, and pointed to a 2018 investigation into
regional assistance grant programs handled by
Infrastructure NSW. The programs had allocated
billions of dollars at the time of the study.
While largely positive, the study could not
determine whether program objectives were
being achieved because of a lack of adequate
measures. Its string of recommendations
included calls for:
• better documentation of assessment and
probity matters
• annual compliance audits of randomly selected
projects
• publishing how unspent funds could be
allocated
• measuring the benefits of completed projects.
Among other specific audits addressing grants
was a May 2018 assessment of grants to nongovernment schools.
That study was generally positive, with the
Auditor-General declaring: “The Department of
Education effectively and efficiently allocates
grants to non‑government schools. Clarifying the
objectives of grants, monitoring progress towards
these objectives, and improving oversight, would
strengthen accountability for the use of public
funds by non‑government schools.”
The office made six recommendations for
improvements.
The audit office also drew attention to its report
Performance audit insights: Key findings from
2014-2018, which compiled findings from six
areas of government activity, including good
governance and transparency.
That audit found there were several common
gaps in governance across NSW entities,
including “inconsistent risk management
practices, lack of consistency or transparency in
decision-making, low compliance or inadequate
frameworks for managing due diligence and

NSW Auditor-General Margaret Crawford
has added grants administration to her
agenda.

conflicts of interest, and lack of clarity in strategic
purpose or direction.”
That audit made a series of recommendations
to improve governance and transparency,
drawing attention to a series of previous audit
case studies. It suggested NSW agencies follow
the model established in its 2015 Governance
Lighthouse framework.

Victorian audits to target
local government fraud
The Victorian Auditor-General’s Office
(VAGO) will put the risks of fraud and
corruption in council grants under the
microscope in its 2020–21 audit program.
Its “Fraud control over grants in local government”
audit will interrogate whether existing controls are
well designed and operating the way they are
supposed to, by targeting selected councils.
According to VAGO, Victorian local councils
received $1.9 billion worth of government grants
in the 2016–17 financial year.
The same year, the Local Government
Inspectorate (LGI) – which polices compliance
under the Local Government Act – released a
damning investigation into the Central Goldfields
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Shire Council, which led to the council’s sacking.
The Inspectorate – the only authority of its type
in Australia – found “significant grant funding
had been mismanaged by the council and could
not be accounted for”. In some cases, multiple
invoices were used to acquit separate grants.
The investigation prompted the government
to strengthen the role of council audit and
risk committees and propose new laws to
require those committees to “monitor and
provide advice on risk management and fraud
prevention systems and controls”.The latest
audit will also examine grants allocated by Local
Government Victoria. Recent council probes
into the Yarriambiack Shire (2019) and the West
Wimmera Shire (2018) also found shortcomings
with grants practices.
A significant 2014 study into the Greater Geelong
Council uncovered a “Community Priorities
Scheme” which gave each councillor $600,000 a
year to allocate to projects they nominated. The
scheme had been running for nearly a decade,
dishing out $59 million, before it was investigated
and stopped.
In 2013, the then mayor, Keith Fagg, wrote to
the Premier to complain about the scheme,
saying: “There is no public application process,
no business modelling for most projects and
little rigorous testing normally expected for the
expenditure of public funds. It is essentially the
ward councillor alone who determines where
these funds are allocated.”
The Inspectorate found the scheme
“fundamentally failed the tests of openness,
transparency and accountability, nor did it ensure
or demonstrate that scarce local resources were
used in the most efficient and effective manner”.
Legal reforms in 2014 prohibited such spending,
and the entire council was sacked in 2016.

Victorian Auditor-General Andrew Greaves

More Victorian Local Government Inspectorate
(LGI) investigations
Victorian regional development grants lack
measures
Other recent Victorian investigations into grants
management have come under the auspices of
VAGO itself.
A May 2019 audit into regional development
grant funds managed by Regional Development
Victoria (RDV) followed up a 2015 investigation
into the program.
The findings were not complimentary.

Local government inspectorate lists
recommendations for managing
The Inspectorate now compiles lessons from
these investigations for all councils to follow, and
has summarised recommendations about bestpractice grants management based on several
investigations.
It recommends that councils should:
• ensure funds are used in a way that aligns with
the council’s plan
• make regular contact with grant recipients to
ensure they’re meeting grant terms
• confirm funds have been used for their
intended purpose
• keep accurate records about grants
• ensure all grants have been acquitted
• ensure staff involved with grants are well
trained and accountable for the grants process.

VAGO’s plan is to examine fraud control over local
government grants in the 2020-21 year.
Grants Management Intelligence
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A Victorian audit into regional development grants found a failure to demonstrate better social and economic
outcomes.

“Having administered more than $1 billion in
allocated funds since 2011, RDV still cannot
reliably determine whether their grants have
improved economic or social outcomes directly
or indirectly, or whether any benefits have been
sustained beyond the immediate injection of
funds into a community.
'There is a high risk that its next evaluation,
scheduled for 2021, also will not provide the
answers to these questions.”
VAGO said part of the issue related to an
evaluation framework with “incomplete measures
and targets”, which lacked a full program logic
model and data plan.
And VAGO found that the RDV’s difficulties in
assessing grants related to a failure to adopt a
“risk-based approach to grant assessment”.

Victorian racing grants ‘administratively weak’
VAGO has also kept an eye on racing industry
grants, which it found were “administratively
weak” when it carried out an assessment in 2013.
The audit concluded that there had been a
lack of guidance provided to assessors and
record-keeping had been poor in the handling
of regional infrastructure assistance grants,
which meant it was unclear whether applications
had met funding criteria or been assessed
consistently.
The audit also uncovered weaknesses in how
some of the controlling bodies managed
grants funds, in departmental oversight, and in
assessment of intended outcomes.
VAGO made a series of recommendations.

The Auditor-General also suggested the agency
could improve transparency by publishing a
comprehensive list of the grants awarded, and
by publicly releasing information about how it
assessed applications.
Victorian education grants criticised
In 2016, VAGO turned its attention to grants for
non-government schools by the Department of
Education and Training (DET).
In short, the probe found that “there is limited
assurance that grant funds are being used for
their intended purpose or are achieving the
government's intended outcomes”.
The audit pointed to “weaknesses in funding
agreements, and DET's inadequate grants
management including limited oversight of grant
recipients and poor monitoring and reporting”.
The department responded the same year to
address deficiencies in the process.
An audit of grants to Victoria’s regional
facilities showed up a lack of guidance to
assessors and poor record keeping. Picture:
Ross Thompson/Flickr
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These included the need for:
• guidelines to assess applications against
funding criteria
• applicants seeking funding for large or complex
projects to support their applications with a
business case
• the provision of advice to the Minister for
Racing about the merits of applications against
funding criteria
• better outcomes reports, and publicly available
information about projects, funding sources
and grants

Audit finds major flaws
in NT grants system
An August 2018 audit by Northern Territory
Auditor-General Julie Crisp highlighted
major challenges for the territory’s grants
management process.
The Auditor-General produces a voluminous
report to Parliament each year on the financial
operations of many departments. Her office
also has a mandate to review the performance
management systems of certain NT agencies
and organisations “to assess whether its
objectives are being achieved economically,
efficiently and effectively.” But it is the most recent
grants program audit that will most interest the
nation’s grantmakers.
The territory’s leaders continue to roll out the
$3.4 million online grants management system
GrantsNT, which it is hoped will iron out many of
the issues highlighted by the auditor.
An 11-page summary of the two-year
investigation (page 132) into funding programs
worth in excess of $1 billion, dished out harsh
criticism of the territory’s grants distribution
program, finding “there exists no consistent
reporting solution for the management of grants”.
The audit found that the way grants were
managed was “inefficient and ineffective”, and
that grants were “time intensive” for applicants
and “resource intensive” for agencies. The study
criticised existing processes as being “prone
to human error due to a lack of programmed
checks and … oversight”. And the report found
each of the government’s 23 agencies employed
different processes for managing grants. In some
cases, grants management systems were not
even used consistently within business units.

Julie Crisp, Northern Territory Auditor-General.
Recommendations included:
• a move to centralised grants management
• clearly defined processes and responsibilities
with the implementation of GrantsNT
• to establish processes that allow visibility of
grants information across agencies
• the establishment of standard processes and
controls within each agency
• the introduction of controls to ensure the
verification and reconciliation of grants
payments
• enhanced monitoring and reporting, including
creating performance indicators before the
commencement of funded programs
• creating a strategic alignment of grants
outputs with agency outcomes, and
• improvements in documentation to increase
the transparency of approvals and decisions.
The Auditor-General did find that the GrantsNT
project had been well managed, on time, and
within budget at the time of the audit. It remains
unclear when all agencies will be migrated to
the system, with the roll-out having begun in
November 2018.
In the wake of that report, there’s no doubt
that major upheavals are to come for grants
managers in the Top End.
ABC media report: Lack of oversight for NT grants
funding

Not surprisingly, the auditor recommended a
consistent grants management policy across
government, as well as consistent procedures,
processes and guidance wherever possible.
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Western Australian audit
report due mid-2020
The Office of the Auditor-General in
Western Australia is reviewing “grants
administration” at the state level and
expects to table a report in the second
quarter of 2020, according to its audit
program.
According to the office: “The objective of the
audit is to determine if policies, procedures
and controls over the grant administration are
adequate and effectively implemented to ensure
that grants are awarded equitably, expended
for the intended purposes and contribute to the
intended program outcomes”.
In a statement, the office’s communications
manager Natasha Farrell confirmed to Grants
Management Intelligence that the grants probe
would be “one of our focus area audits”.
“These audits are an extension of our annual
financial audits and use more detailed testing
than is required for forming our financial audit
opinions,” Ms Farrell said.
The investigation comes after a 2016 audit
found eight agencies’ processes were generally
satisfactory, but that improvements should be
made to avoid perceptions of bias.
The most recent audit of grants administration in
WA made a series of recommendations likely to
be revisited in the new probe.
Those recommendations suggested agencies
should:
• ensure policies and procedures are reviewed
regularly and updated to reflect current
practice
• appropriately advertise the availability of grants
• document any conflicts of interest as part of
the grant assessment process
• monitor grants in accordance with approved
policies
• undertake timely follow-up of recipients with
outstanding acquittal information
• periodically assess the effectiveness of grant
programs.
The office has previously conducted audits of
grants programs in 2007, 2004 and 2001.

The South Australian Auditor-General
Andrew Richardson conducts a wideranging review of state departments
each year, with his office considering the
option of adding 68 local councils to its
assessments.

SA councils face closer
scrutiny from watchdog
In South Australia, all regular local
government audits could soon be
conducted by the Auditor-General,
bringing it in line with other states, and
local government grantmakers should
brace for the change.
The minister in charge of local government,
Stephan Knoll, released a discussion paper on the
issue late last year, although the reform has been
recommended multiple times.
Currently, South Australia is the only state where
the Auditor-General does not have some role in
the annual audit process for councils. In every
other state and territory – apart from the NT –
the Auditor-General is the external auditor for
councils.
In other states, too, auditors-general are able to
trigger a performance audit of a council or of the
local government system.
The SA authority already conducts a wideranging review of state departments each year,
but adding the state’s 68 local councils would
substantially extend its remit.
The Auditor-General has discretionary powers
to investigate issues of concern and selected
local government agencies, but currently local
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government audits are conducted by private
sector firms, without oversight.

eye on grants as “a material area of government
activity”.

Councils have strongly resisted the proposals,
with the Local Government Association taking a
stand against the plan.

Past investigations involving grants have included
a series of 2017 reports on local government
governance, and a critical report on the handling
of a 2016 grant worth more than $750,000 used
in a campaign against federal budget cuts to SA
health and education.

“The LGA does not believe there is a need for
the Auditor-General to assume responsibility for
council audits, especially in light of the additional
costs this could be expected to put onto councils
and their ratepayers,” a spokesman told Grants
Management Intelligence.

The office also examined the performance of
the Job Accelerator Grants scheme in 2018 (see
report 5, executive summary, page 64).

In defence of the existing system, the LGA said,
“the standard of existing council external audits in
South Australia is generally high and improving”.

Unlike Auditors-General in other states, the office
would not reveal its calendar of forthcoming
audits.

In a written statement, the Auditor-General’s
office would only say that “the appointment of
the SA Auditor-General as the auditor for local
government is a matter for the Parliament to
determine.”

“As a matter of practice, the forward audit plans
of the Auditor-General are not made available
to any external parties so (we) cannot advise
specifically about our proposed audits of South
Australian Government grants,” the office said in
response to questions.

If the proposal does proceed, it seems inevitable
that heightened scrutiny will come from an audit
office that already places a strong emphasis
on performance and regulatory compliance, as
well as ensuring financial matters are properly
handled.
State departments continue to face regular
scrutiny
At the broader state level, a huge number of
South Australian agencies face a sweeping
examination of their finances and processes in
the Auditor-General’s annual report to Parliament.
Grants are often the focus of the attention of
the 120 staff of the audit office. For instance, the
2019 report mentions the term “grants” 213 times
across 532 pages, and the office maintains an

Queensland keeping
grants on the radar
The Queensland Audit Office has
repeatedly conducted grants-specific
audits in recent years, and while there are
none planned before 2023, the AuditorGeneral Brendan Worrall told Grants
Management Intelligence in a statement
that the organisation reviewed its strategy
in December each year.
“Grants expenditure is an area we routinely
consider as part of our annual financial audit
program,” Mr Worrall said.
Local government community grants tightened
Even without the special attention of the audit
office, the state remains in the midst of significant
reforms to the way local government is managed,
including grants management.
In 2008, an audit sparked concerns about
transparency of council grants and discretionary
funds, accountability and integrity in Queensland.
In 2009, the government issued guidelines for
local government administration of community
grants, which continue to be updated.

The South Australian Auditor-General’s
Department produces a weighty report each year
on many government agencies.

The 2011 follow-up report found things had
changed dramatically for the better in the state,
especially as a result of “prescribed requirements
for administering grants and funding”. Many of
the recommendations from the original report
have since been implemented.
Queensland continues to run a program of “rolling
reforms” aimed at improving transparency,
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accountability and integrity in the local
government sector.
Recent Queensland Audit Office reports to
parliament relating to grants
In the meantime, the Queensland Audit Office
provided Grants Management Intelligence with
information about significant recent audits which
investigated grants management.
Investing in vocational education and training
(August 2019)
The office examined whether the Department
of Employment, Small Business and Training
was achieving successful learning and
employment outcomes through its public and
private providers. Recommendations included
developing and applying performance measures
to support the value of grants, and reviewing
methods used to determine that value.
Oversight of recurrent grants to non-state
schools (March 2015 and March 2019)
The study found gaps in the oversight of
recurrent grants to non-state schools. School
surveys, validation processes, grant agreements
and monitoring of compliance and performance
were all areas of concern. Recommendations
focused on improving the accuracy of
information from schools. A follow-up report in
2019 found that recommendations had been
largely implemented, but noted risks in data
security.

The Queensland Government produced a
community grants process toolkit to assist
councils to better administer grants. Read more

Gambling community benefit funds: grant
management (May 2013 and February 2016)
The fund currently distributes $57 million worth
of grants from gambling taxes, but a 2013 audit
of programs found that the benefits to the
community were diluted by the ineffective and
inefficient administration of the grant programs.
Recommendations included documenting the
rationale for each funding decision, ensuring that
funding criteria were applied consistently.
A follow-up investigation in 2016 found six
recommendations had been followed, two had
been only partially implemented, and one had
not been implemented at all. It also found that
the Department of Justice and Attorney-General
was unable to administer the grants efficiently
because of delays in a new grants management
system. The report noted the challenges of
allocating funds fairly when demand was
escalating while the amount of available funding
was not.
Royalties for the Regions (R4R) (Dec 2015)

Queensland Auditor-General Brendan
Worrall

This program allocated $509 million to councils
and other agencies throughout Queensland
over four years. The audit report highlighted
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inconsistencies in the application of funding
criteria, shortcomings in assessments of the
eligibility and merits of applications, and
inconsistencies in assessments of the costs and
benefits of funded projects. In some cases, the
minister funded projects where there was no
departmental assessment, and value for money
was not considered. In a harsh assessment, the
report found “many unnecessarily invested their
time, resources and money to demonstrate the
value of their applications against criteria that
were apparently irrelevant”.
The report included this recommendation to the
Queensland Treasury:
“(To) require decision-makers to demonstrate
clearly that grant decisions are equitable,
transparent and represent value for money.
This includes recording the criteria on which
their decisions were based and the reasons for
the decisions. In particular, when they approve
lower ranked applications over higher ranked
applications.”

ACT auditors in push for
grants consistency
While the size of their budget is smaller
than that of their colleagues in other
jurisdictions, auditors in the ACT
have turned their attention to grants
administration on multiple occasions.
The most significant study by the ACT’s AuditorGeneral in recent times appears to have been
in 2013, when three departments came under
scrutiny in an audit of the management of
funding for community services.
The audit found the processes for funding,
including grants, were “predominantly sound” or
better, but concluded a single web-based system
for managing grants would increase efficiency.
The ACT now uses the SmartyGrants platform.
(SmartyGrants is an enterprise of Our
Community, which also produces Grants
Management Intelligence.)
Other recommendations aimed to mitigate
risk, promote grants, increase consistency and
establish explicit probity guidance for some
departments.

Tasmanian grants have
room for improvement
The Tasmanian Audit Office’s forward
plan shows it will examine outcomes from
grant programs involving Communities
Tasmania and the not-for-profits it is
funding.
According to the plan, the audit will examine
compliance and the ability of Communities
Tasmania to assess the performance of nongovernment organisations it works with.
In August 2018 the office audited the Department
of State Growth’s administration of two grant
programs: the Regional Tourism Infrastructure
and Innovation Fund, and the Regional Revival
Grant Fund Program.
The audit found that the programs’ designs were
sound, but their assessment processes lacked
probity, and there were inconsistencies between
assessments and funding decisions.
In one case, a grant recipient won an extra
$25,000 without an assessment of whether other
applicants should also have received top-up
funds.
The audit also showed the programs had
not always confirmed that applicants had
contributed cash from other sources as promised
in grant agreements, that funds had been spent
for approved purposes, or that actual outcomes
matched those expected.
The audit also highlighted problems with records
management and risk management.
The audit made eight recommendations covering
these areas.

MORE INFORMATION
Audit offices: ANAO | NSW | VIC | QLD | WA |
SA | TAS | NT | ACT
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Visualise your grants data
with SmartyGrants Maps
Since 2009, SmartyGrants has helped
grantmakers become more efficient
With SmartyGrants Maps, we’re helping
grantmakers become more effective
SmartyGrants Maps will unlock powerful insights about
your funding patterns, instantly revealing where your grants
applications are coming from, and to where your money is flowing.
SmartyGrants Maps is the first plank of a new suite of grants
management intelligence tools that will help you visualise and make
sense of your grants data and facilitate better-informed decision-making.
Our dashboard allows you to:
• Visualise your grants in the context of a range of geographic boundaries
• Take a bird’s eye view of your grants across a wide region
or zoom in on a particular point with pin-point accuracy
• Generate insights about over/under-funded regions or
areas that are over/under-represented in application stats
• View heat maps that reveal contextual insights about your data.

SmartyGrants Maps is available exclusively to
SmartyGrants customers.

www.smartygrants.com.au/maps

Software & data science for
revolutionary grantmakers

An enterprise of:

Software & data science for
revolutionary grantmakers

An enterprise of:

An initiative of:

Picture: DEWLP
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Disaster response

Virus lessons to come amid
grants rush to ease fire fallout
Australia’s grantmakers have responded in
force to counter the effects of the bushfires
that ravaged large parts of the country
over the summer. It seems reasonable to
expect a similar response to the COVID-19
crisis now wracking the country.
The Funding Centre, Australia’s leading online
grants directory, now lists more than 60 bushfirespecific grants across government, business and
philanthropy. And with the longer-term response
still building steam, the list continues to grow.
From quick response grants to long-term
recovery funds, grantmakers have employed an
arsenal of funding options to deliver support to
individuals, businesses, not-for-profits and other
organisations on the ground.
The AIGM will keep a close eye on the help for
organisations, individuals and others affected
by the coronavirus. Readers should expect a
reports in the near future about the extent and
effectiveness of those measures.
In the meantime, we are able to outline bushfire
support efforts. Not surprisingly, the Funding
Centre bushfire grants listing was the most visited
page on the website at the time of publishing,
reaching twice as many visitors as the next most
visited page, but in half the time.
Those listings are normally available only to
Funding Centre subscribers, but early in the
emergency the parent enterprise Our Community
unlocked the page to ensure the word got out.
Here’s a taste of what grantmakers are doing to
help the bushfire recovery.

Governments roll out billions to help
As expected, federal and state governments
are already heavily involved in the fire relief and
recovery effort.
The Commonwealth for its part has established
a $2 billion National Bushfire Recovery Fund to
“support all recovery efforts across Australia over
the next two years, and for as long as it takes,”
according to Prime Minister Scott Morrison.
Despite some criticism over application delays
and low approval rates, the government is
targeting communities, businesses, notfor-profits and individuals through grants,
concessional loans and short-term cash
payments.
Free counselling and mental health support
are available through the Department of
Health’s Bushfire Recovery Access Program, and
community grants of up to $10,000 are expected
to open in April.
Every affected state and territory has established
financial assistance packages, ranging from oneoff payments to longer-term assistance.
Included in the mix are bushfire clean-up
programs, support for major events, payments for
firefighters, help for volunteers, recovery grants
for farmers, student assistance, contributions
following uninsured losses, help reconnecting
services, concessional loans and tax relief.

Charities were swift to respond
Charities of all kinds were quick off the mark to
offer assistance grants after a flood of donations.
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The Confident Girls Foundation and the Australian Sports Foundation are jointly providing grants of up to
$10,000 grants for netball and community organisations to buy equipment and uniforms, to host clinics, and
to improve infrastructure.

Red Cross Australia’s response was typical,
with its Immediate Assistance Grants program
providing three tiers of funding – ranging from
$5000 to $20,000 – for affected individuals
raised from public donations.
During the initial response, large charities
including the Red Cross, the Salvation Army
and St Vincent de Paul were forced to deny
reports they were stockpiling funds for future
emergencies. Other organisations providing
bushfire-relief grants include:
• The RSL Foundation, providing veterans with up
to $10,000 to rebuild or replace possessions
• The Confident Girls Foundation and the
Australian Sports Foundation, providing
grants of $1,500 and $10,000 for netball and
community organisations
• The Foundation for Rural and Regional Renewal
(FRRR), whose Back to School help for students
in bushfire-affected rural communities consists
of $50 vouchers

Banks pledge for communities
Each of the big four banks has pledged financial
assistance for its customers. Westpac’s David
Lindberg said its help covered both urgent and
longer-term assistance. Both NAB and Westpac
offered $2000 grants for customers.
The Westpac-owned St George Foundation, Bank
of Melbourne Foundation and BankSA Foundation
pooled resources for a Bushfire Assistance Grant
package worth $500,000.
The Commonwealth Bank established Bushfire
Recovery Grants of up to $50,000.
The ANZ has set up a $1 million Bushfire Relief
Package, targeting community services and
home loan customers who lost homes.
Smaller banks have offered small interestfree loans, paused repayments, or restructured
existing loans.

Business helps with subsidised
services, grants
Businesses across the country are providing
direct grants as well as a variety of other types of
in-kind assistance.
Powershop, for instance, has paused its bills for
those who lost homes, and discounted bills for
others. It also offers customers an opportunity to
contribute to other people’s bills.

Energy supplier Powershop has established a ‘Power it
forward’ Powerpack so customers can contribute to the
bills of bushfire-affected Powershop users.

Optus offered 2000 grants comprising a tablet
and two years’ data credit for small business.
Vodaphone is offering two months’ credit for
firefighting, SES, wildlife rescue and St John
Ambulance volunteers.
Budget Direct has grants of up to $20,000 to
repair or replace damaged or destroyed facilities
not covered by insurance.
OAKS Hotels, Resorts & Suites offered free
accommodation for up to seven days.

MORE INFORMATION
Funding Centre: Bushfire relief grants and
assistance
Compiled with the help of the Funding Centre’s
Stefanie Ball
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` Grants guidance

Disaster grantmaking: Questions
to guide your relief efforts
By Joshua Presser, director of special projects, SmartyGrants

As the world grapples with the COVID-19
outbreak, another global issue - climate
change - is behind increasingly common
natural disasters such as bushfires, floods,
droughts and cyclones.
During disaster, the health, wellbeing,
economy, and built and natural
environment of communities can be
severely tested. For those reasons, disaster
grantmaking will continue to be an area
of interest for grantmakers in the years to
come.
In times of crisis, there is often a rush to get
money out the door, but how do grantmakers
decide how to proceed in these situations? Do
you rush money out to the immediate relief
efforts, or do you sit back and take a more
strategic and considered approach?
How do grantmakers choose whether to fund
urgent relief efforts, medium- or long-term
recovery efforts, or mitigation and prevention
activities? How do you manage risk while
maximising the impact of your grants?

SmartyGrants’ Joshua Presser examines
some key questions that can help guide the
grants you’ll needed after a disaster.
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Whether assisting people, animals, the environment, or communities, grant programs need to have
clear goals and outcomes. Picture: Kath Davis/Science for Wildlife

There’s no need to wait until the next disaster to
formulate your response. Grantmakers who are
proactive and establish a disaster grantmaking
strategy (including internal guidelines and
criteria) will be well placed to make quick, wellinformed decisions and maximise their impact.

• Will the evaluation be summative or formative?
Your desired outcomes need to be considered
from the outset. It is important to have your
outcomes in mind when designing your program,
as these will influence the answers to many of the
questions that follow.

This article, part of a suite of disaster
grantmaking resources compiled by the
Australian Institute of Grant Management (AIGM),
will guide you through some key questions
(and answers) to help you to decide on the
right disaster grantmaking approach for your
organisation.

Summative evaluations usually look at outcomes
at the end of the program, whereas formative
evaluations look at processes as they unfold.
A robust evaluation will feed into a continuous
improvement process, helping you to plan for and
improve future disaster grantmaking processes.

Why does your disaster response
grant exist and what do you aim to
achieve?
This is the first question you need to ask when
designing any new grants program, and it is
equally important in the disaster grantmaking
context, if not more so.
• What are the key goals and purposes of your
disaster response?
• Are the goals of your proposed grants program
consistent with the overall vision and mission of
your organisation?
It is good practice to define your desired
outcomes up-front, as this will shape your
overall response and strategy. It will also set the
goalposts for a future evaluation of the impact of
your grants.

What will success look like? What
outcomes do you aim to achieve?
• How will you know whether your grants program
was a success? How will you evaluate your
program?

What are the risks?
• What, if any, risks are involved in delivering the
grants program?
• What is your organisation’s risk tolerance?
This will influence your decisions on the size of
your grants, the speed of the grants process,
and the number of controls you implement.
Additional controls mitigate some of your risk but
increase the level of administrative burden for
grant recipients. When implementing controls,
you should be mindful of proportionality (the
administrative burden should be in proportion to
the level of risk), and mindful of the challenges
and logistical issues facing grantees in disasteraffected areas, which may affect their ability to
apply for funding or deliver reports.

Fast or slow?
• Do you want to get funds out the door very
quickly, or would you rather hang back and
consider your response?
There are compelling arguments for each
approach. Your decision will depend on the
objectives of your grant and the particular
situation you are responding to.
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The Queensland Government is ready to activate quick response grants and emergency cash in
response to state-wide and national disasters.

Quick response grants focus on getting money
out the door very quickly. Depending on your risk
appetite, they tend to be suited to small, simple
grants. They are usually used for time-critical
situations – for example, to provide immediate
relief to disaster victims shortly after a disaster.
A slower, more considered response allows you
to take time to learn about the specifics of the
disaster before deciding how to respond. These
grants tend to suit to medium- to long-term
recovery efforts where more time is needed to
establish the individual needs of communities.
Another approach is to allocate a portion of
funds to quick response grants, and defer a
portion for the medium and long term, while you
wait to see what needs emerge.

How much?
• What is the dollar value of the grants program,
and over what time period?
• How many funding rounds will there be? Will
you have a set number of rounds, or will you
have a rolling application program?
Small, simple, short-term grants suit a fast
response, while larger, longer-term grants tend
to be more complex and require more time. The
number and frequency of your funding rounds
will be dictated by the objectives of your program
and your total funding on offer.

Recovery from a disaster takes a long time,
and grantmakers need to be conscious that
communities may take time to articulate what
they need. It can take years or decades for
communities to recover fully from a disaster.

Projects or organisations?
• Will you fund specific projects, or will you fund
organisations that provide services to affected
communities?
Specific projects are usually less flexible and
require a thorough knowledge of the needs of
the proposed beneficiaries. Depending on your
organisation’s expertise and networks, it may
take time to engage with affected communities
and collaboratively design suitable projects.
Organisation-based funding is generally
more flexible and provides resources to local
organisations, allowing them to address identified
needs in their communities.

Short or long term?
• Will your funding consist of one-off grants
(e.g. emergency relief, short projects), or will
you focus on longer term or recurrent grants
(e.g. recovery, reconstruction, mitigation,
prevention)?
One-off grants suit a fast response, while longerterm funding needs time to plan and implement.

Grantmakers may choose to address the
immediate aftermath of a disaster, or focus on
long-term recovery.
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Humanitarian supplies ready in the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade’s warehouse in Brisbane.
Picture: DFAT/Ray Cash

A few large grants or many smaller
ones? Targeted by geography or not?
• How are you going to distribute the funds?
• Are you going to give out a few large grants, or
a larger number of smaller grants?
• Will your program focus on a specific
geographic area, or will it cover the whole state,
territory or country?
Concentrating on a few large grants to a small
number of recipients can be an efficient way
to get funding out the door, but may increase
your risk, as funding is concentrated among
just a few recipients. If you adopt this strategy,
it is important to ensure that grant recipients
are professional and have well established
operational procedures and governance
structures. It is also important to ensure that
they (and their delivery partners) have a good
understanding of the complex political, social
and cultural dimensions of the disaster, and have
existing relationships and expertise in place to
deal with these.

Regardless of your approach, it is a good idea to
look at how prospective grantees operate, and to
seek out funding recipients whose approach and
philosophy are well aligned with yours.

Go it alone or collaborate?
Deciding whether to go it alone or collaborate
with others? Your post-disaster grantmaking
approach will depend on your answers to a range
of questions.
• What is your organisation’s expertise in this
area?
If your organisation does not have a local
presence, or specific knowledge of the sector, or
of affected communities, partnering with a local
organisation might be a good approach.
Your budget may also influence your decision to
partner with others. If you have only a relatively
small amount of money to distribute, you may
consider partnering with other organisations to
maximise your impact.

In contrast, a small grant strategy allows you to
fund a larger number of smaller, local grassroots
organisations. These local organisations tend to
be well connected to their communities and have
critical local expertise. Funding a larger volume
of smaller grants can be an effective strategy
for achieving a targeted impact over a large
geographic area.
Small and emerging organisations may have
relatively little experience managing grants and
projects, and may require additional support
from grantmakers to build their governance and
operational capability. However, investing in their
capacity has the potential to increase both the
grantee’s and their community’s capacity to
respond to future disasters.

It’s critical to understand the work that others
are doing in a disaster zone before activating a
grants program. Picture: DEWLP.
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Victoria’s bushfire recovery authority used a recognised disaster recovery framework to guide its
efforts from guiding principles to tailored solutions.

As always, when considering partnering with
others, it’s a good idea to ensure that your
organisations have compatible approaches and
risk appetites, and that your respective objectives
and goals are well aligned.

its efforts. Having an awareness of what other
grantmakers are doing is essential too, to avoid
duplication and ensure maximum impact.

Regardless of your decision on collaboration,
you should always be mindful of what other
grantmakers are doing in the disaster-affected
area. Good communication and coordination
ensure maximum impact, reduce the risk of
duplication, and ensure that the highest priority
needs are addressed first.

Following the 2009 Black Saturday bushfires, the
Victorian Bushfire Reconstruction and Recovery
Authority adopted a recognised disaster recovery
framework for rebuilding and recovery. This
framework very clearly categorises disaster
recovery beneficiaries into four categories and is
a very helpful guide for disaster grantmakers who
are deciding where to direct their efforts.

What is your niche?
In deciding how to respond to a disaster, it’s
good practice to ensure that the goals of your
proposed grants program are consistent with the
overall vision and mission of your organisation.
A great place to start is to look at your
organisation’s key strengths in the context of
the disaster-affected area. Identify things you
know about, things you’re good at, things others
aren’t funding, and things your stakeholders care
about). A SWOT analysis or an environmental
scan (e.g. PESTEL) can be useful in identifying
where your organisation is best placed to direct

Beneficiary-based approach

Place-based or broad-based?
When disasters happen, they tend to happen in
specific places, and their impact on communities
varies greatly from place to place. Therefore,
most disaster grantmaking is necessarily place
based. A place-based approach aims to
meets specific local needs by using targeted
approaches that are developed in partnership
with grantees. When you adopt a place-based
approach, it is critical that impacted communities
have a say in determining what they need for
recovery.
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The COVID-19 viral outbreak is the latest, and potentially biggest event in living memory, to test the
country's emergency response capability. Grantmakers needing to respond will need to draw on the
lessons from the past.

However, depending on your chosen beneficiary
and the objectives of your program, you may
instead decide to adopt a broad-based
approach. A broad-based program provides
standard services across a wide range of
locations to address common needs. These are
useful in addressing specific needs applicable to
all groups impacted by a disaster, regardless of
their location. For example, if you are focusing on
individual welfare in the immediate aftermath of
a disaster, you may target individuals who have
lost their homes with an emergency grant to
meet their immediate needs.

Structural or systems-based?
In disaster grantmaking, there is an inherent
tension between funding immediate response
and recovery, and funding structural or systems
change to mitigate or prevent future disasters.
A 2014 Productivity Commission report found,
“Governments overinvest in post-disaster
reconstruction and underinvest in mitigation that
would limit the impact of natural disasters in the
first place.”
Depending on your focus, targeting structural
or systems change may be good fit for your
organisation.
Some examples of structural or systems change
in the post-bushfire context are these:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bushfire resilience
Community resilience
Bushfire prevention
Climate change

More resources for effective disaster
grantmaking
Finally, the AIGM has creating a host page for
many of the most useful resources around
disaster grantmaking.
Included in the diverse package are several
articles first published by AIGM in Grants
Management Intelligence, and Australian and
overseas reports into best-practice processes.
Resources: Grantmaking in the wake of disaster
Follow the link above for articles on the following
topics, and much more.
• Disaster grantmaking in a post-tsunami world
• Lessons about grantmaking in the wake of the
Black Saturday disaster
• Quick response grants: The Queensland floods
experience
• Red tape safety or a race to the finish?
• Through Fire and Flood: Q&A with Natalie
Egleton, FRRR CEO
• Immediate response and relief vs mitigation
and risk reduction
• Productivity Commission’s assessment
of Australia's natural disaster funding
arrangements
• A critique of US disaster-related philanthropy
and grantmaking
• Disaster Grantmaking: A practical Guide for
Foundations and Corporations
• Best Practices in Disaster Grantmaking: Lessons
from the Gulf Coast
• Productivity Commission Natural Disaster
Funding Report 2014
• Help for donors: A curated list of bushfire
appeals
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w Social impact

Putting a dollar
value on your
social impact: a
primer

One of the biggest challenges for
grantmakers is proving that the grants they
fund have the desired impact. Practitioners
will know that there are many ways to
measure social impact, and that social return
on investment (SROI) is one of the most
widely recognised methods. Think Impact’s
Alischa Ross, a senior consultant with the
advisory firm that works with many of the
country’s leading government and not-forprofit agencies, explains some of the basics.
How can you capture the value created for people
and the environment in your decision making and
reporting? When you’re clear and certain about
the impact you want to have, how can you design
a program or a strategy to match?

Understanding the social return on
investment (SROI)
Social return on investment (SROI) is an
internationally recognised approach to
understanding and measuring the effects of a
program, organisation or policy.
By focusing on stakeholder voice, you can identify
the social, environmental and economic impact
generated, and calculate a financial ratio that
shows the value of social impact created for every
dollar invested.

Think Impact’s Alischa Ross

An SROI analysis produces a ratio that indicates
the total return for the dollars invested; for
example, for every $1 invested, $4.35 of total value
is created.
This ratio provides an indication of cost
effectiveness, by comparing the investment
required to deliver the activities with the value of
the outcomes experienced by all beneficiaries.
The SROI process also involves steps that lead you
to an understanding of the “additional value” that
would not have been generated in the absence
of the activities being analysed. Value that would
have happened anyway (deadweight), or that is
attributable to other actors (attribution) or has
displaced other outcomes (displacement) is
factored into the calculation.

SROI is a powerful tool for telling the story of the
change resulting from your programs, policies and
organisation. SROI uses financial proxies to place
a value on non-financial changes so stakeholders’
stories of change can be told in monetary terms.
SROI draws on well-established methodologies in
economics, accounting and social research. It is
underpinned by seven principles, shown here.
The full guide to SROI can be found on Social Value
International’s website: http://socialvalueint.org/
knowledge-base/the-guide-to-sroi.
SROI seeks to understand all types of value –
social, economic and environmental.
Through a process of assigning “financial proxies”,
all of the value identified is represented by a
common unit of measurement: dollars.
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Why consider an SROI assessment?
Measuring in dollar terms can be very powerful
when you want to engage investors, funders
and policy makers who understand success
or performance in financial terms. However, it’s
important to remember that this ratio is only one
part of the value of an SROI assessment.
A SROI assessment typically involves detailed
conversations with stakeholders to understand
what change occurs, for whom and in what
circumstances. This can be transformational for
organisations and their workforce culture, driving
a more client-centred approach and passion to
create the desired change.
When used well, SROI is a model that can
transform the way we understand and
communicate social and environmental impacts
and reflect that understanding in decision making.
When you have a more complete understanding
of value, you can design programs, policies and
strategies with greater certainty of the impact you
will be having.
In summary, a SROI approach can help you to:
• Deeply engage with stakeholders to understand
how value is created
• Understand intended and unintended
outcomes
• Build credibility through having a complete
picture of the impact of your program, policy or
strategy.

What kind of results should I expect?
A great way to understand what SROI is and how it
is undertaken is to review completed reports. Here
are two examples of SROI reports produced by
Think Impact:
• Women’s Property Initiatives – Visible Changes
• Old Colonists – Living Communities Age Well

How good is my SROI study anyway?
When it comes to meeting principle 7 – “verify
the result” – there’s an assurance process
that’s handled by Social Value International
(SVI), the global network that governs the SROI
methodology. This means that reports are
reviewed by a qualified assurance expert against
the agreed set of SROI principles.
The assurance process is rigorous and can take
10–15 weeks from report completion to assurance
confirmation, unless the process is fast-tracked.

SROI studies can provide a compelling measure
of value. Visible Changes evaluates women’s
property initiatives.

What about becoming an SROI
practitioner?
Think Impact is a leading SROI operator, and
employs more than 10% of all SVI practitioners
globally.
This includes Think Impact associate director
Rebecca Cain, one of only two people in Australia
qualified to deliver SROI practitioner training.
Dates are now set in two states for a twoday course that covers the SROI tools and
innovations proven by Think Impact, case studies,
demonstrations, communicating results, and
resources and templates for analysis.

Accredited SROI practitioner training
Melbourne – 26–27 May
Sydney – 2–3 Sept
Contact: alischa@thinkimpact.com.au

MORE INFORMATION
Social value: More about becoming a
practitioner internationally

Grants Management Intelligence: Social
measurement special edition (December
2018)
Alischa Ross: Inclusion a key to enduring
impact
How evaluation can kill: Why we can’t keep
measuring to “justify”
Evaluation key note: So which framework are
you using anyway?
Social value: The seven key principles (PDF
from Social Value International)
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the Funding Centre
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Where not-for-profits go for money
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